Abstract. We devise variants of classical nonconforming methods for symmetric elliptic problems. These variants differ from the original ones only by transforming discrete test functions into conforming functions before applying the load functional. We derive and discuss conditions on these transformations implying that the ensuing method is quasi-optimal and that its quasioptimality constant coincides with its stability constant. As applications, we consider the approximation of the Poisson problem with Crouzeix-Raviart elements and higher order counterparts and the approximation of the biharmonic problem with Morley elements. In each case, we construct a computationally feasible transformation and obtain a quasi-optimal method with respect to the piecewise energy norm on a shape regular mesh.
Introduction
This article is the second in a series on the design and analysis of quasi-optimal nonconforming methods for symmetric elliptic problems. It concerns methods with classical nonconforming elements. The Crouzeix-Raviart element [13] approximating the Poisson problem may be viewed as a prototypical example of such methods. Let us illustrate our motivation and main results in this case.
Let M be a simplicial mesh of a domain Ω ⊆ R d , d ≥ 2, and denote by F the set of its (d − 1)-dimensional faces. Furthermore, let CR be the discrete space of real-valued functions on Ω that are piecewise affine, continuous in the midpoints of the internal faces of M and vanish in the midpoints of boundary faces. Since such functions can be discontinuous or nonzero in other points of the faces, CR is not a subspace of the Sobolev space H 
where ∇ M stands for the broken gradient. We see that, although the global best error of the Crouzeix-Raviart space is coupled or constrained at the midpoints of the faces, it is locally computable and exploits optimally the approximation capabilities of its shape functions. The latter improves on the space of continuous piecewise affine functions, which exploits the shape functions only in a quasi-optimal manner, depending on the shape coefficient of M; cf. Veeser [24] . The space CR is used in the homonymous method for the Poisson problem,
where we suppose f ∈ L 2 (Ω). This is a nonconforming Galerkin method in the sense of the first part [26] of this series, because the underlying bilinear and linear forms on the conforming part CR ∩ H 1 0 (Ω) of the discrete space arise by simple restriction of their infinite-dimensional counterparts.
The question arises how much of the aforementioned remarkable approximation properties of the Crouzeix-Raviart space CR are exploited in the method (1.3). The so-called second Strang lemma [2] yields
where CE(u) measures the consistency error induced by nonconforming discrete test functions. The survey [5] by S. Brenner illustrates two approaches for bounding CE(u): the classical one and the medius analysis initiated by Th. Gudi [17] . Both bounds involve regularity beyond H 1 0 (Ω): for example, the norm D 2 u L 2 (Ω) of the Hessian for the classical approach and an L 2 -oscillation of ∆u for the medius analysis. Remark 4.9 of [26] reveals that CE(u) cannot be bounded only in terms of the best error inf s∈CR ∇ M (u − s) L 2 (Ω) . The reason for this lies in the fact that (1.3) applies nonconforming functions to the load f . Thus, the classical CrouzeixRaviart method (1.3) is not quasi-optimal with respect to ∇ M · L 2 (Ω) and so does not always fully exploit the approximation properties of its underlying space CR.
In order to remedy, we may consider, for a bounded linear smoothing operator E : CR → H 1 0 (Ω) to be specified, the following two variants of the original CrouzeixRaviart method:
U E ∈ CR such that ∀σ ∈ CRˆΩ ∇ M U E · ∇ M σ = f, Eσ , (1.5a)Ū E ∈ CR such that ∀σ ∈ CRˆΩ ∇ MŪE · ∇Eσ = f, Eσ . (1.5b) where E L(S,V ) is the best constant and equals the stability constant of resulting method. The construction of E, which is inspired by the one in Badia et al. [1] , also ensures that E L(S,V ) can be bounded in terms of the shape coefficient of the mesh M. It is also instrumental for designing quasi-optimal DG and other interior penalty methods in the third part [27] of this series.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In §2 we recall relevant results of [26] and analyze well-posedness, conditioning and quasi-optimality of the abstract counterpart of (1.5b). In §3 we then construct the aforementioned smoothing operator E, as well as similar operators when approximating the Poisson problem with Crouzeix-Raviart-like elements of arbitrary fixed order and the biharmonic problem with the Morley element.
In the discussion of the examples, we restrict ourselves to polyhedral Lipschitz domains and homogeneous essential boundary conditions. More general settings as well as numerical experiments will be presented elsewhere.
Quasi-optimal and overconsistent nonconforming methods
This section devises the approach to the design of quasi-optimal nonconforming methods, which is exemplified in the introduction §1. A key feature of the ensuing methods is that their quasi-optimality constant is not affected by consistency.
2.1. Quasi-optimality of nonconforming methods. We first briefly summarize the results of [26] , focusing on one approach to measure nonconforming consistency.
We consider the following linear and symmetric elliptic problems. Given an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space V with scalar product a(·, ·) and energy norm · = a(·, ·), let V ′ be the topological dual space of V . Denote by ·, · the dual pairing of V and V ′ and by ℓ V ′ := sup v∈V, v ≤1 ℓ, v the dual energy norm on V ′ . The continuous problem is then: given ℓ ∈ V ′ , find u ∈ V such that
This problem is well-posed in the sense of Hadamard and, introducing the Riesz isometry A :
We shall look for quasi-optimal methods in the following subclass of nonconforming linear variational methods for (2.1). Let S and b the counterparts of V and a, respectively. More precisely, let S be a finite-dimensional linear space and b : S × S → R a nondegenerate bilinear form in that b(s, σ) = 0 for all σ ∈ S entails s = 0. Remark 2.3 of [26] shows that a quasi-optimal method is necessarily entire, i.e. defined for all ℓ ∈ V ′ . Taking into account that we do not require S ⊆ V , we therefore introduce a linear operator E : S → V and define a linear operator M : V ′ → S by the following discrete problem:
where we write ·, · also for the pairing of S and S ′ . We thus approximate the solution u of (2.1) by M ℓ. Since S ⊆ V often arises for the lack of smoothness, we refer to E as a smoothing operator. Moreover, we identify M with the triplet (S, b, E), ignoring some slight ambiguity; see also [26, Remark 2.2] .
The relationship between continuous and discrete problem is illustrated in Figure 1 . The commutative diagram involves also Figure 1 . Diagram with operators A, B, E, nonconforming method M = (S, b, E), and induced approximation operator P .
• the adjoint E * :
• the approximation operator P := M A and reveals the representation
To assess the quality of the approximations given by M , we assume that a can be extended to a scalar product a on V := V + S and measure the error in the extended energy norm
with the same notation as for the original one. The best approximation error within S to some function v ∈ V is then given by inf s∈S v − s . We say that the method M is quasi-optimal for (2.1) with respect to the extended energy norm if its approximations are are uniformly close to this benchmark, more precisely, if there exists a constant C ≥ 1 such that
We denote by C qopt the smallest constant in (2.5) and refer to it as the quasioptimality constant of M . To design quasi-optimal methods of the type (S, b, E), our departure point is the following result.
Theorem 2.1 (Stability, consistency, and quasi-optimality). Any nonconforming method M = (S, b, E) for (2.1) satisfies: (i) M is bounded, or fully stable, with
.
(ii) M is quasi-optimal if and only if it is fully algebraically consistent in that
(iii) If M is quasi-optimal, then its quasi-optimality constant is
and satisfies
where δ ∈ [0, ∞) is the consistency measure given by the smallest constant in
Proof. Since E is defined on the whole discrete space S and bounded, the claims (i)-(iii) follow from Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 of [26] .
We restrict ourselves to a few comments on Theorem 2.1; for a comprehensive discussion, see [26] . In items (i) and (ii), 'fully' refers to the fact that all (and not only certain smooth) instances of the continuous problem (2.1) are involved, via V ′ in item (i) and via V in item (ii). Representation (2.4) and item (i) show that full stability hinges on the property that E maps all S into V and that the stability constant C stab results from the interplay between E and the discrete bilinear form b. Their relationship to the continuous bilinear form a suitable for quasi-optimality is identified in item (ii) by the condition of full algebraic consistency. This condition is equivalent to requiring that M reproduces every solution of (2.1) which happens to be in S. Item (iii) generalizes the formula for the quasi-optimality constant in [23] for conforming methods, showing that it may be also affected by consistency for truly nonconforming methods. Furthermore, we capture this effect by means of the quantity δ, which is finite if and only if M is algebraically fully consistent and almost insensitive to stability, see [26, Remark 3.5] . We call a method M (algebraically) overconsistent whenever its consistency measure δ vanishes.
A simple manner to partially satisfy the condition of algebraic consistency is restriction. More precisely, if (2.6) b |SC ×SC = a |SC×SC and E |SC = Id SC , where S C := S ∩ V is the conforming subspace of S, then the condition of algebraic consistency holds for conforming test functions σ ∈ S C . Methods with (2.6) generalize (conforming) Galerkin methods and we refer to them as nonconforming Galerkin methods. They are natural candidates for quasi-optimal nonconforming methods, but, in contrast to conforming Galerkin methods, they are not completely determined by the continuous problem and the discrete space.
2.2.
Overconsistency. Assume that we are given V and a of the continuous problem (2.1) and a discrete space S, along with an extended scalar product a. Then, in view of Theorem 2.1, the design of a quasi-optimal method on S reduces to the task of finding a smoothing operator E and a bilinear form b implying full algebraic consistency. There are three possibilities to define b in terms of a and E: a(·, ·), a(·, E·), and a(E·, E·).
Since the third option corresponds to a conforming Galerkin method on the range T = R(E) of E also when S ⊆ V , it is covered by standard theory. We therefore do not consider it here. The first two, truly nonconforming options separate the advantages of a conforming Galerkin method for (2.1): the first one is a symmetric bilinear form, while the second one corresponds to overconsistency. Interestingly, the two options coincide and unify their advantages if and only if the smoothing operator E is a right inverse for the a-orthogonal projection Π from V onto S because of the identity a(s, Eσ) = a(s, ΠEσ) for all s, σ ∈ S.
Here we investigate the second option
of overconsistency, which, partially, shall bring us back to the first option. Writing M E as an abbreviation for (S, b E , E), the resulting discrete problem reads as follows:
Since the test function σ enters only via Eσ, such a method can be viewed as a Petrov-Galerkin method over S × T with the conforming test space T := R(E). In other words, (2.8) is equivalent to
Consequently, properties of the map M E depend on E only through its range T = R(E). In what follows, we underline this aspect whenever applicable. Let us start by examining the solvability and related properties of (2.8).
Remark 2.2 (Injectivity of smoothing). In view of (2.4), the injectivity of the smoothing operator E is equivalent to the surjectivity of M . In connection with a bilinear form b E , it becomes a necessary condition for the well-posedness of (2.8).
Lemma 2.3 (Nondegeneracy of b E ). For any injective linear operator E : S → V
with range T = R(E), the following statements are equivalent:
where Π stands for the a-orthogonal projection from V onto S. If b E is nondegenerate, then its energy norm condition number is given by
Proof. The claimed equivalences are essentially a special case of the inf-sup theory; we provide the details of their proofs for the sake of completeness. We first observe that E is a linear isomorphism from S to T , which implies dim S = dim T as well as (2.9a) ⇐⇒ (2.9b).
Next, we verify (2.9b) =⇒ (2.9c) and let τ ∈ T with Πτ = 0. This yields 0 = a(s, Πτ ) = a(s, τ ) for all s ∈ S and so, using (2.9b), we see that τ = 0. Consequently, the kernel of Π |T is trivial and the rank-nullity theorem yields that Π |T is a linear isomorphism from T to S.
To show (2.9c) =⇒ (2.9d), consider any
We complete the proof of the equivalences by showing (2.9d) =⇒ (2.9b). Since dim S = dim T , it suffices to check the nondegeneracy for the first argument of a, that is, given s ∈ S, a(s, τ ) = 0 for all τ ∈ T implies s = 0. This condition is just a reformulation of (2.9d), so that the desired implication is verified.
Finally, assuming that b E is nondegenerate, we turn to (2.10) and recall that the energy norm condition number of b E is given by cond(b E ) = C E /β E , where
We claim that, for any σ ∈ S,
Indeed, if s ∈ S, the properties of Π and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yield b E (s, σ) = a(s, Eσ) = a(s, ΠEσ) ≤ s ΠEσ , with equality for s = ΠEσ. Exploiting (2.11) in the definition of C E and the second expression for β E , we conclude
Next, ignoring computational feasibility, we characterize the existence of at least one smoothing operator E giving rise to a nondegenerate bilinear form b E . This characterization reveals that the search for right inverses is not restrictive and will be used in [27] to observe that all b E are degenerate for various nonconforming elements.
Lemma 2.4 (Existence of nondegenerate b E ).
For any discrete space S and extended scalar product a, the following statements are equivalent:
Proof. First, we verify (2.12a) =⇒ (2.12b). Assume E : S → V is injective and such that b E is nondegenerate. Using Lemma 2.3, we infer
⊥ with the help of a(v, s) = a(Πv, s) for all v ∈ V and s ∈ S. We thus infer Π(V ) = S and can apply [7, Theorem 2.12 ] to obtain: Π |V admits a right inverse if and only if N (Π |V ) admits a complement in V . Since Π is a-orthogonal, we have N (Π |V ) = S ⊥ ∩ V , which has the complement S ∩ V in V . Hence (2.12c) holds.
The missing implication (2.12c) =⇒ (2.12a) is straight-forward. Let E : S → V be a right inverse of Π |V and observe that E and Π |R(E) have to be injective.Thus, Lemma 2.3 provides (2.12a).
Let us now turn to stability and quasi-optimality of overconsistent methods.
Theorem 2.5 (Overconsistent quasi-optimality). Let E : S → V be any injective smoothing operator with range
Proof. Since S ∩ T ⊥ = {0}, Lemma 2.3 ensures that b E is nondegenerate. Furthermore, M E is fully stable and overconsistent by construction and so Theorem 2.1 shows that M E is quasi-optimal with C qopt = C stab . We conclude by deriving
by inserting (2.11) into Theorem 2.1 (i) and exploiting that E : S → T and Π |T are bijective.
Remark 2.6 (Overconsistency and increasing nonconformity). For overconsistent methods, the constants C qopt = C stab grow with increasing nonconformity. To see this, let σ ∈ S \ V with σ = 1 be a nonconforming direction and let α ∈ [0, π/2) be its angle with the closed subspace V given by cos α = sup v∈V, v =1 | a(v, σ)| > 0. Since T = R(E) ⊆ V , the angle between σ ∈ S and (Π |T ) −1 σ is bigger than α.
Remark 2.7 (Possible overestimation of classical upper bound for C qopt ). The first identity in (2.13) and
where the right-hand side admits the classical form of an upper bound for the quasi-optimality constant. Notably, this bound depends on E not only through its range T = R(E) and, closely related, may be pessimistic if E has singular values of different size.
Neglecting the computational feasibility, our analysis of overconsistent methods does not reveal any disadvantage of restricting the search of smoothing operators to right inverses for the a-orthogonal projection Π. On the contrary, the bilinear form is given by simple restriction of a, thus symmetric, and minimizes its energy norm condition number within smoothing operators of the same range. We therefore aim at invoking the following special case of Theorem 2.5.
Corollary 2.8 (Smoothing with right inverses). Let
E △ : S → V be a right inverse for the a-orthogonal projection Π from V onto S. Then M E △ = (S, a |S×S , E △ )
and it is a nonconforming Galerkin method if and only if E
△ |S∩V = Id S∩V . Moreover, M E △ is quasi-optimal with C qopt = C stab = E △ L(S,V ) .
Applications with classical nonconforming finite elements
In light of Corollary 2.8, the key step for quasi-optimality is to find a right inverse E △ for the projection Π that provides V -smoothing, is suitably bounded and computationally feasible. In the context of finite element methods, the latter is given if, for the finite element basis ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n at hand, the evaluations ℓ, E △ ϕ i , i = 1, . . . , n, can be implemented with O(n) operations. In this section, we construct such right inverses not only for the setting considered in the introduction §1, but also for elements of arbitrary fixed order and for fourth order problems.
From discontinuous to continuous piecewise polynomials.
In what follows, the discrete functions will be piecewise polynomials over simplicial meshes. This section introduces related notation and facts.
Let d ∈ N and n ∈ {0, . . . , d}. An n-simplex C ⊆ R d is the convex hull of n + 1 points z 1 , . . . , z n+1 ∈ R d spanning an n-dimensional affine space. The uniquely determined points z 1 , . . . , z n+1 are the vertices of C and form the set L 1 (C). If n ≥ 1, denote by F C the (n − 1)-dimensional faces of C, which are the (n − 1)-simplices arising by picking n distinct vertices from L 1 (C). Given a vertex z ∈ L 1 (C), its barycentric coordinate λ C z is the unique first order polynomial on C such
where |C| is the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure in R d . We write h C := diam(C) for the diameter of C, ρ C for the diameter of its largest inscribed n-dimensional ball, and γ C for its shape coefficient
If p ∈ N 0 , we write P p (C) for the linear space of polynomials on C with (total) degree ≤ p. A polynomial P ∈ P p (C) is determined by its point values at the Lagrange nodes L p (C) of order p, which, for p ≥ 2, are given by
Let Ω ⊆ R d be an open, bounded, polyhedral and connected set with boundary ∂Ω, which is assumed to be Lipschitz if d ≥ 2. Furthermore, let M be a simplicial, face-to-face mesh of Ω. More precisely, M is a finite collection of d-simplices in R d such that Ω = K∈M K and the intersection of two arbitrary elements K 1 , K 2 ∈ M is either empty or an n-simplex with n ∈ {0 . . . , d} and
distinguish between boundary faces F b := {F ∈ F | F ⊆ ∂Ω} and interior faces
If not specified differently, C * stands for a function which is not necessarily the same at each occurrence and depends on a subset * of {d, γ M , p}, increasing in γ M and p if present. Sometimes, A ≤ C * B will be abbreviated to A B. For instance, if K, K ′ ∈ M, we have
The linear space of (possibly) discontinuous piecewise polynomials over M with degree ≤ p is
We shall need the following notation for discontinuities or jumps associated with functions from S 0 p . Given an interior face F ∈ F i , let K 1 , K 2 ∈ M be the two elements such that F = K 1 ∩ K 2 . The ordering of K 1 and K 2 is arbitrary but fixed. For any function v such that v |Kj , j = 1, 2, have traces on F , we define its jump across F by
The fact that the sign of v F depends on the ordering of K 1 and K 2 will be insignificant to our discussion. Similarly, if n Kj denotes the outward unit normal vector of ∂K j , j = 1, 2, and w is a suitable vector field, the jump of its normal component across F is
which is insensitive to the ordering of K 1 and K 2 . It will be convenient to extend these definitions to boundary faces. Given F ∈ F b , let K ∈ M be the element such that F = K ∩ ∂Ω and set
where again we assume that the involved traces exist. In this notation, the space of continuous piecewise polynomials with degree ≤ p and vanishing trace reads
where we have
The spaces S 0 p and S 
p and so A p is actually a projection onto S 1 p . The operator A p can be seen, on the one hand, as a restriction of Scott-Zhang interpolation [21] defined for broken H 1 -functions and, on the other hand, as a simplified variant of nodal averaging in that it requires only one evaluation per degree of freedom. Nodal averaging is used in various nonconforming contexts, see, e.g., Brenner [3] , Karakashian/Pascal [18] , Oswald [20] . It provides conformity along with the following bound, whose splitting is in the spirit of Brenner [4] . We provide a proof for the sake of completeness. 
where F and K ′ vary in F and M, respectively.
Proof. If z ∈ ∂K, then the non-overlapping of elements in M implies that K z in the definition of A p has to coincide with K and the 'then'-part of the claim is verified. In order to show the 'else'-part, we start by claiming that, for any z ∈ ∂K,
To verify this, we shall exploit that M has face-connected stars in the sense of [24] , distinguishing the cases z ∈ Ω and z ∈ ∂Ω. If z ∈ Ω is an interior node, we choose a path (K
. . n. Then (3.6) follows by bounding the telescopic sum σ |K (z) − A p (z) = n j=1 σ |Kj−1 (z) − σ |Kj (z) with the triangle inequality, independently of the choice of the path and K z . If z ∈ ∂Ω a boundary node, we proceed similarly but terminate the path with an element K b ∈ M that has a boundary face F ∈ F b and use the identity
To derive the claimed inequality from (3.6), we need to bound each jump at z suitably. To this end, we consider again two cases, F ∈ F i and F ∈ F b , and start with the first case. Let K 1 , K 2 ∈ M be the two elements such that F = K 1 ∩ K 2 . Inserting the face means f j := |F | −1´F σ |Kj as well as the element means k j := |K j | −1´K j σ and using an inverse estimate in P p (F ), we deduce
For j = 1, 2, the trace identity, see, e.g., [25, Proposition 4.2], gives
while [24, Lemma 3] , which is a combination of the trace identity and the Poincaré inequality, provides
Inserting the last two inequalities in (3.7), we arrive at
in this case. If, instead, F ∈ F b , we denote by K ∈ M the element with F = K ∩∂Ω and, similarly, using the means f := |F | −1´F σ |K and k := |K| −1´K σ, obtain
Inserting (3.8) into (3.6) then finishes the proof.
3.2.
A quasi-optimal Crouzeix-Raviart method. In order to prove the results illustrated in the introduction §1, we consider the approximation with CrouzeixRaviart elements of the Poisson problem
where Ω and M are as in §3.1, with d ≥ 2 and #M > 1. A function w : Ω → R is piecewise H 1 over M and we write w ∈ H 1 (M) whenever w |K ∈ H 1 (K) for all K ∈ M. The piecewise gradient ∇ M acts on w as follows: (∇ M w) |K := ∇(w |K ) for all K ∈ M. Introducing the bilinear form a M :
we want to apply Corollary 2.8 with the following setting:
where a |V ×V provides a weak formulation of −∆. Before embarking on the construction of the smoothing operator E, let us recall some relevant properties of CR; see, e.g., [6] . The characterization of CR in terms of jumps is a consequence of the midpoint rule: whenever s ∈ CR and F ∈ F K , then´F s |K = s(m F ), where m F is the midpoint of F . Hence, for all s ∈ CR, the integral mean value´F s, F ∈ F, is well-defined and vanishes if F ∈ F b . The bilinear form a is therefore a scalar product and induces the norm · = ∇ M · L 2 (Ω) . Moreover, the functionals s →´F s, F ∈ F i , form a set of degrees of freedom for CR. We write Ψ F , F ∈ F i , for the associated nodal basis satisfying´F ′ Ψ F = δ F,F ′ for all F, F ′ ∈ F i . The support of each basis function Ψ F is the union ω F of the two elements sharing F . Finally, we have CR ∩ H 
Proof. For any v ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) and s ∈ CR , the definition of Π CR and piecewise integration by parts yields
thanks to the fact that ∇ M s is piecewise constant and´F v = 0 =´F Π CR v for every F ∈ F b . Since the orthogonal projection Π CR v is unique and the averages over interior faces are degrees of freedom for CR, we obtain that
uniquely determines Π CR v. This characterization readily implies the claimed equivalence.
The normalized face bubbles
′ ∈ F i due to (3.1). We thus readily see that the linear operator B 1 : CR → H 1 0 (Ω) given by (3.13)
is well-defined and a right inverse of the Crouzeix-Raviart projection Π CR . Unfortunately, the bubble smoothing operator B 1 is not uniformly stable under refinement; see Remark 3.5 below. We therefore introduce the following variant that is stabilized with simplified nodal averaging. 
so that we have to bound the second and third term of the right-hand side by the first one. In both cases, we first establish a local bound for K ∈ M. For the second term, we combine Lemma 3.1, (3.2), and (3.4) to derive 
Hence, another combination of Lemma 3.1, (3.2), and (3.4) leads to (3.16)
We conclude by summing (3.15) and (3.16) over all mesh elements K ∈ M, observing that the number of elements in each star ω K is ≤ C d,γM .
Setting E = E 1 in (1.5a), we obtain a new Crouzeix-Raviart method, which we refer to as M CR . Notice that the assembling of its load vector is computationally feasible in the following sense:
• it suffices to know the evaluations f,
, where K 1 , K 2 ∈ M are the two elements containing the interior face F ∈ F i .
The method M CR distinguishes from the classical Crouzeix-Raviart method by the following property.
Proof. Notice that M CR = (CR , b, E 1 ), where b is the restriction of a in (3.11) to CR × CR . Thus, the claim follows by using Proposition 3.3 in Corollary 2.8.
The following two remarks clarify that the single ingredients for E 1 are not suitable smoothing operators, thereby underlining their complementary roles. 
Remark 3.6 (Inconsistency of (simplified) nodal averaging). The use of smoothing operator A 1|CR in (1.5a) does not lead to full algebraic consistency and so in particular not to quasi-optimality. In fact, since dim CR > dim S 1 1 , the kernel N (A 1|CR ) is non-trivial. Moreover, as A 1|CR is not a-orthogonal, N (A 1|CR ) and S 1 1 are not a-orthogonal. Consequently, we can find σ ∈ CR which is a-orthogonal to S 3.3. Quasi-optimal Crouzeix-Raviart-like methods of arbitrary order. In this section we generalize the quasi-optimal Crouzeix-Raviart method M CR of §3.2 to arbitrary fixed order p ≥ 2. To this end, let Ω and M be as in §3.1, d ≥ 2, #M > 1, and, this time, we want to apply Corollary 2.8 with (3.17)
and a M from (3.10). For any d ≥ 2, the space CR 1 coincides with the CrouzeixRaviart space CR from §3.2. If d = 2, then CR p is the Fortin-Soulie space [16] for p = 2, the Crouzeix-Falk space [12] for p = 3, and, in general, the Gauss-Legendre space of Baran and Stoyan [22] of order p. The last article provides a finite element basis of the Gauss-Legendre spaces, distinguishing odd and even polynomial degree p. For d = 3, Fortin [15] for p = 2 and Ciarlet et al. [10] in general construct finite element bases for nonconforming subspaces of CR p , strict in certain situations. In order to cover also these Crouzeix-Raviart-like spaces, we require in (3.17) only S ⊆ CR p .
Independently of the choice of S, we have that, for every s ∈ S, the moment F sq is well-defined for all F ∈ F and all q ∈ P p−1 (F ) and vanishes whenever
, which is induced by a, is a norm.
Let Π S denote the a-orthogonal projection of V onto S ⊆ CR p . Some right inverses thereof can be construct as follows. 
Proof. Given s, σ ∈ S ⊆ CR p , we integrate piecewise by parts and obtain
thanks to the hypotheses on E.
Let us construct such a smoothing operator by following the lines of the construction of E 1 in §3.2. In order to define a higher order bubble smoother, we employ local weighted L 2 -projections associated to faces and elements. For every interior face
where
is the face bubble function of (3.12) with supp Φ F = ω F , and, for every mesh element
is the element bubble function with supp Φ K = K. This leads to the global bubble operators
where B F,p incorporates an extension by means of Lagrange basis functions. Their combination provides a right inverse of Π S .
Lemma 3.8 (Higher order bubble smoother). For any p ≥ 2, the linear operator
satisfies (3.18 ) and the local stability estimate
Proof. The operator B p is well-defined, because in particular the right-hand sides of (3.19) are well-defined moments of any σ ∈ CR p . Moreover, it maps into
In order to verify (3.18), let σ ∈ S and consider, first, an interior face F ∈ F i and q ∈ P p−1 (F ). In view of Φ K ′ |F = 0 for K ′ ∈ M and Φ F ′ |F = 0 for
Second, let K ∈ M and r ∈ P p−2 (K). Here, thanks to Φ K ′ |K = 0 for
Finally, let us verify the stability estimate. Employing inverse estimates in P p+d−1 (K) and P p−1 (F ) as well as 0 ≤ Φ K ≤ 1 and (3.1), we derive
Moreover, another inverse estimate in every P p−2 (K) yields
A similar argument in every P p−1 (F ) gives
We then obtain the stability estimate by inserting (3.22) and (3.23) into (3.21).
Stabilizing the bubble smoother B p with simplified nodal averaging A p , we obtain a smoothing operator with the desired properties. Proof. We follow the lines of the proof of Proposition 3.3 and easily check that E p is well-defined, provides H 1 0 (Ω)-smoothing and is invariant on S 1 p . Arguing as in (3.14) for any F ∈ F i and any q ∈ P p−1 (F ) as well as for mesh element K ∈ M and r ∈ P p−2 (K), we find that that E p is a right inverse of Π S onto S.
It remains to bound E p L(S,H 1 0 (Ω)) appropriately. We let σ ∈ S and write
To bound the second and third term, fix a mesh element K ∈ M. For the second term, we argue as in (3.15) , with the polynomial degree 1 replaced by p, and obtain
Regarding the third term, (3.1) gives
and, for every F ∈ F K ,
Employing the stability estimate of Lemma 3.8, the last two estimates and then Lemma 3.1, we derive (3.25)
Then summing (3.24) and (3.25) over all mesh elements K ∈ M finishes the proof, as for Proposition 3.3.
We let M S denote the new Crouzeix-Raviart-like method of arbitrary fixed order combining the setting (3.17) with the smoothing operator E p in Proposition 3.9. We have M S = (S, a |S×S , E p ) and its discrete problem reads:
Concerning the computational feasibility of E p , notice that
• E p is local in that, if ω is the support of a basis function Φ from [10, 15, 22] , then ω is a mesh element, a pair or a star of elements and supp EΦ ⊂ ∪ K⊂ω ω K , • the operators Q F and Q K in (3.19) and (3.20) can be implemented by means of matrices which are precalculated on a reference element and, for d = 2 and Q F , can be diagonalized with the help of Legendre polynomials. In contrast to the methods in [10, 15, 22] , method M S enjoys the following property. 
and aim at applying Corollary 2.8 with the following setting:
(Ω) + MR, where a |V ×V provides a weak formulation of ∆ 2 and MR is the Morley space [19] over M. In order to recall some useful properties of MR , let n F and t F be normal and tangent unit vectors for every edge F ∈ F, with arbitrary but fixed orientation. The functionals s → s(z), z ∈ L i 1 , and s →´F ∇s · n F , F ∈ F i , are well-defined for any s ∈ MR and determine it. Furthermore,´F ∇s · t F and so alsó (Ω) of the Morley space can be quite small, thereby providing only poor approximation properties; cf. de Boor and DeVore [14, Theorem 3] . We illustrate this with an extreme example. Given any n ∈ N, subdivide Ω = (0, 1) 2 into n 2 squares of equal size and obtain M by inserting in each square the diagonal parallel to the line {(x, x) | x ∈ R}.
We refer to the a-orthogonal projection of V onto MR as the Morley projection Π MR . As before, the first step is to describe right inverses thereof. 
we have´F ∇v =´F ∇σ. Thus, integrating piecewise by parts, we infer
Since the Morley projection of v is unique, we derive that σ = Π MR v and (3.30) characterizes Π MR v. This characterization readily yields the claimed equivalence.
In order to construct such a right inverse that is stable under refinement, we again mimic the approach of §3.2. Technical difficulties arise from the stronger regularity requirement Eσ ∈ H 2 0 (Ω); in particular, neither A 2 nor B 2 are applicable. In order to replace the former, we employ the Hsieh-Clough-Tocher (HCT) element [11] . Given any K ∈ M, let M K be the triangulation obtained by connecting each vertex of K with its barycenter m K and set HCT := {s ∈ C 1 (Ω) | ∀K ∈ M s |K ∈ C 1 (K) ∩ P 3 (M K ), s = ∂ n s = 0 on ∂Ω}.
Then HCT ⊆ H 2 0 (Ω) and every element s ∈ HCT is uniquely determined by the values s(z), ∇s(z) at the Lagrange nodes z ∈ L i 1 and ∇s(m F ) · n F at the midpoints m F of the interior edges F ∈ F i ; see [6] . We denote the associated nodal basis by Υ In view of the properties of the Morley space MR , simplified averaging is only applied to the partial derivatives at the vertices. In order to ensure the stability of A HCT , we derive counterparts for Lemma 3.1 and (3.4). Regarding the latter, observe that (3.4) is derived by means of affine equivalence, while HCT elements are not affine equivalent. Proof. In the vein of Ciarlet [9, Theorem 46.2], we employ a closely related finite element that is given by the 12 functionals P (z), ∇P (z) · (y − z) for y, z ∈ L 1 (K) with y = z and ∇P (m F ) · (m K − m F ) for F ∈ F K on C 1 (K) ∩ P 3 (M K ). We denote the corresponding nodal basis on K by Υ z , Υ y z , z, y ∈ L 1 (K) with y = z, and Υ F , F ∈ F i . Since this element is affine equivalent, a comparison with a reference element yields, for every of its nodal basis function Υ on K,
Fix z ∈ L 1 (K) and consider Υ 
Combining this identity with (3.32) completes the proof. Lemma 3.1 has the following counterpart, where |·| stands also for the Euclidean norm on R 2 and the jumps of vector fields across edges are defined componentwise.
Lemma 3.14 (An H 2 0 -bound for simplified nodal averaging into HCT). There is a constant C, such that, for any Morley function σ ∈ MR, element K ∈ M and vertex z ∈ L 1 (K), we have
Proof. Replacing σ with ∇σ, follow the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.1 and use that´F ∇σ F = 0 for all F ∈ F.
The operator A HCT incidentally fulfills the first part of (3.29). Aiming at a right inverse of the form A HCT + B ∂n (Id MR − A HCT ), we thus only need to adjust the means of the normal derivative across interior faces by a suitable H 2 0 (Ω)-bubble smoother B ∂n . To this end, we replace the face bubbles in the bubble smoother B 1 of §3.2 by the following ones inspired by Verfürth [28] . Given any interior edge F ∈ F i , let K 1 , K 2 ∈ M be the two elements such that F = K 1 ∩ K 2 and consider their barycentric coordinates (λ 
is an H 
